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We have developed a one-dimensional fluid dynamics model for the ablation of water-rich targets by
nanosecond infrared laser pulses at atmospheric pressure. To describe the laser-target interaction and the plume
expansion dynamics, in light of recent experimental results the model incorporates phase explosion due to
superheating and the nonlinear light absorption properties of water. In the model, the phase explosion is treated
as a prolonged process that lasts for a finite time. Once a thin layer beneath the target surface exceeds the phase
explosion temperature, this layer is transformed from target material into a mixture of water vapor and droplets
and become part of the plume. This process is sustained for some time until the laser energy cannot maintain
it. The simulation results show that as a result of two different phase transition mechanisms, i.e., surface
evaporation and phase explosion, a first, slower plume expansion phase is followed by a more vigorous
accelerated expansion phase. The calculated time evolution of the shock front at various fluence levels agrees
well with the experimental observations of Apitz and Vogel �I. Apitz and A. Vogel, Appl. Phys. A. 81, 329
�2005��. This model sheds light on the effect of phase explosion in laser ablation dynamics and its results are
relevant for material synthesis, surface analysis, and medical �surgery� applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental and theoretical investigations of laser abla-
tion �LA� in the presence of a background gas are aimed at
trying to understand the regimes and processes in this
strongly nonlinear interaction �e.g., thermal vs electronic vs
mechanical effects, particle formation, surface evaporation
vs phase explosion, plasma ignition, etc.� �1–14�. Mean-
while, LA is used for a growing number of applications, such
as pulsed laser deposition �PLD� for thin film growth �8�,
cluster production, matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation
�MAPLE� for the growth of organic films �15�, microma-
chining �16�, laser surgery �17�, nanoparticle synthesis �18�,
and chemical analysis �19,20�. Specifically, midinfrared laser
ablation of water-rich targets is utilized for preparative
�MAPLE� �21�, medical �22�, and analytical applications
�19,23�. For example, atmospheric pressure matrix-assisted
laser desorption ionization �AP-MALDI� is being explored
as an efficient way to produce ions and neutrals for mass
analysis �23–26�. The understanding of LA dynamics and
plume expansion in the presence of an ambient gas is a key
issue for these applications. However, the interaction of the
plume with the ambient gas compared to expansion into
vacuum is a far more complex gas-dynamic process �27�.

Surface evaporation is considered to be a major mecha-
nism for material removal during the LA process. However,
if the laser energy deposition into the target is fast enough
�e.g., in case of nanosecond or shorter laser pulses�, the tar-
get can be temporarily superheated to a temperature far be-
yond its thermodynamic boiling point. When the temperature
of a layer reaches the phase explosion temperature �28�, then
it may be directly transformed from liquid water into a mix-
ture of vapor and liquid droplets. Due to its increased vol-
ume, this layer is ejected from the target. This material re-

moval mechanism, called phase explosion �2,28–30�, is
radically different from surface evaporation.

The absorption of laser light by water below the surface
plays an important role during water ablation and phase ex-
plosion. The absorption of mid-IR laser radiation in the flu-
ence range of interest for water ablation is nonlinear �see
Ref. �31� and the references therein�. Shori et al. �31� found
that the dynamic changes in the absorption coefficient of
liquid water are a function of the incident fluence. Specifi-
cally, the absorption coefficient decreases with increasing
fluence. Whereas the linear �low fluence� absorption coeffi-
cient of liquid water at 2.94 �m wavelength is 1.33
�104 cm−1 at fluence of 1.0 J /cm2, the effective absorption
coefficient is only 0.8�104 cm−1. At 0.8 J /cm2 laser flu-
ence, the transmission of a 4.26 �m thick water layer in-
creases from the low fluence value of �0.5% to 11%. Pre-
sumably, at these higher fluences the hydrogen bond network
of water is disrupted by heating and this is reflected in a blue
shift of the absorption resonance. Although considered pro-
found, the effect of nonlinear light absorption on the ablation
dynamics is typically neglected by fluid dynamics models. In
the presented model, the nonlinear light absorption proper-
ties of water are also incorporated.

Recently, fast imaging results on laser ablation of water,
liver, and skin utilizing a Q-switched Er:yttrium-aluminum-
garnet �YAG� laser were reported by Apitz and Vogel �22�.
Their experimental observations confirm that the whole ab-
lation process proceeds through three partially overlapping
stages. Initially, nonequilibrium surface evaporation occurs.
Later when the laser irradiance is increased to a certain
value, the target experiences a fast heating process and phase
explosion of the superheated subsurface layer starts. The
formed plume in this stage is moving faster than in the first
stage. At times later than 1 �s further material expulsion
occurs due to the recoil pressure induced by the phase explo-
sion and by other fluid instabilities. In this paper, we will
focus our attention mainly on the first and second stages of
the ablation.*Corresponding author.
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Although there have been some theoretical and numerical
studies on the phase explosion phenomenon in general, these
studies do not address midinfrared laser ablation. Moreover,
the incorporation of phase explosion into fluid dynamics is
still a largely unexplored area. A one-dimensional �1D� fluid
model for the nanosecond laser ablation of metals in 1 atm
nonreactive ambient gas was previously developed to con-
sider the ionization of both the ablated material and the am-
bient gas during the early stage of plume expansion �32�.
More recently, we have extended this model for the descrip-
tion of phase explosion during water ablation by an IR laser
pulse �33�. However, in this earlier study the phase explosion
that in reality may last for a finite time, was treated as an
instantaneous event. In this paper, we refine this model by
considering a prolonged phase explosion process in the
mid-IR laser ablation of water-rich targets at atmospheric
pressure. During this prolonged phase explosion process,
multiple layers of water experience phase explosion one by
one until the decaying laser irradiance cannot sustain such a
process. The resulting fluid dynamics model, believed to be
also applicable in ultrafast laser ablation �20�, provides in-
sight into the effect of phase explosion on plume expansion
dynamics. In this paper, we apply this model to mid-IR laser
ablation of water at various laser fluences and compare the
simulation results with experimental data. Through such
comparisons, different energy dissipation mechanisms and
their influence on plume expansion are clarified.

II. MODELING METHODS

A. Condensed phase processes

As a first step, a 1D fluid dynamics model was applied to
water ablation into 1-atm nitrogen background gas. The 1D
approach simplifies the equations of fluid dynamics and re-
duces computation time by neglecting the plume expansion
in the radial direction. This approximation is most appropri-
ate at early times and close to the expansion axis but it limits
the applicability of our model to the first microsecond. The
expanding plume in case of a point source appears spherical
and the radial transport of energy and material is very impor-
tant. Our calculations, however, are concerned with model-
ing experiments where the focal spot size of the laser beam is
between 0.5 and 1.0 mm. Thus, at short times and close to
the beam axis the expansion is quasi one dimensional �i.e., it
is more disklike than spherical�. Even at the end of the pe-
riod of our calculations, i.e., at 1000 ns, the axial plume
dimensions ��0.4 mm, �1.2 mm, and �1.4 mm for
0.12 J /cm2, 1.4 J /cm2, and 5.4 J /cm2, respectively� are still
comparable to the laser spot size. At significantly longer
times the laser spot can be treated as a point source and the
three-dimensional effects become more important.

Furthermore, the laser pulse with 70 ns pulse length at
full width at half maximum �FWHM� deposits energy into
the target for �200 ns. Thus, compared to the 1000 ns time
domain of the calculations, the energy deposition cannot be
considered instantaneous. Due to the fact that the boiling
temperature of water is relatively low, the surface evapora-
tion process continues beyond 1000 ns. This evaporation

drives the plume in a forward direction and also works
against a spherically symmetric expansion.

The laser-target interaction can be described by the heat
transport equation with a penetrating source �laser energy
directly absorbed by the target below surface�. Due to the
evaporation process, the target surface recedes into the tar-
get. The 1D heat transport equation in a reference frame,
which moves at a velocity u�t� and is attached to the liquid-
vapor interface is

cp�� �T�t,x�
�t

− u�t�
�T�t,x�

�x
�

=
�

�x
�

�T�t,x�
�x

+ �1 − R��I�t�exp�− ��x�� . �1�

The notations used in Eq. �1� are as follows: x—coordinate
along the normal to the target surface, Cp—specific heat ca-
pacity, �—heat conductivity, R—surface reflectivity,
�—mass density, T—temperature, I�t�—laser irradiance at
the target surface, and �—optical absorption coefficient of
the liquid. The effect of the dynamic changes in the con-
densed phase optical absorption coefficient, �, in Eq. �1� is
not trivial, since the effective absorption coefficient changes
up to an order of magnitude as a function of energy density
deposited at different depths �31�. In this paper, the nonlinear
� is applied to calculate the temperature distribution in the
target in the following way: �1� a linear absorption coeffi-
cient is initially set up for all depths; �2� the nonlinear ab-
sorption coefficient at different depths at the next time step is
obtained by evaluating the energy deposited into the corre-
sponding layer in the current time step and this procedure is
repeated as time evolves. This nonlinear absorption coeffi-
cient, in general, is a function of and decreases with increas-
ing the local temperature. Such behavior of the absorption
coefficient results in the formation of a thicker superheated
layer.

Furthermore, special attention is paid to the mass density
and the specific heat capacity, since they can change greatly
with temperature. The temperature dependence of the mass
density and the specific heat capacity of water used in the
simulations is obtained from the interpolation of tabulated
values �34� and is shown in Fig. 1. One can see that the
specific heat capacity of water increases dramatically when
the temperature is higher than 600 K. The dramatic increase
of the specific heat capacity at high temperature reflects that
the material is approaching its critical point. For the experi-
mental fluence range of water ablation with Q-switched
Er:YAG laser pulses �a few J /cm2�, the rate of energy depo-
sition into the target is high enough to superheat the liquid to
the phase explosion temperature. Once this temperature is
reached, the phase explosion process occurs and a significant
volume of the target abruptly transforms from superheated
liquid into a mixture of liquid droplets and vapor. This mix-
ture is then directly ejected from the target.

B. Plume dynamics

The 1D plume expansion dynamics can be described by a
set of equations for the conservation of mass, momentum
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and energy and vapor transport for a binary mixture, as fol-
lows �32,33�:
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Here �t, �v, and �b, which satisfy the relation �t=�v+�b,
represent the plume mass density, the water vapor density,
and the background gas mass density, respectively. v, �tU,
and P are the local velocity, energy density, and pressure in
the plume, respectively. The water vapor mass density frac-
tion is expressed by �v=�v /�t, the relevant component of the
momentum flux tensor is �xx and Dab is the binary diffusivity
of the mixture. The diffusion caused by pressure is neglected
here because it is much smaller than the corresponding term
due to the mass density gradient. �v stands for the highly
density-dependent light absorption coefficient in the vapor
phase. This coefficient can be approximated based on the
product of the condensed phase absorption coefficient in Eq.
�1� and the ratio of vapor density to liquid density of water at
the same temperature. When the number density of water
molecules in the plume is much smaller than that of the
liquid, �v decreases to zero. The energy flux, q, is defined as
follows �32�:

q = − �
�T

�x
− � Hi�Dab

��i

�x
, �6�

where � is the thermal conductivity of the binary mixture, Hi
is the component enthalpy on a mass basis. The thermal con-
ductivity and the binary diffusivity as well as the viscosity of

the binary mixture can be calculated based on the component
number densities and the local pressure.

The 1D calculation domain consists of two parts: the tar-
get and the plume domain, each composed of a few thousand
discrete cells. Equation �1� is solved with a second-order
central difference method, whereas Eqs. �2�–�5� are solved
with the combination of the first-order Godunov method �for
the convective terms� and a first-order central difference
method �for the diffusion, viscosity, and thermal conduction
terms�. All the equations are simultaneously solved numeri-
cally. During the period of surface evaporation, the boundary
conditions for Eqs. �1�–�5� are treated the same as in Ref.
�32�. The vaporization flux, F, is governed by the Hertz-
Knudsen equation and it is written as follows:

F =
fp0

�2	mkTs

exp�Hevm

k
	 1

Tb
−

1

Ts

� , �7�

where Tb is the boiling temperature of water at p0 pressure,
Hev is the heat of vaporization, m is the mass of a water
molecule, Ts is the water surface temperature, k is the Bolt-
zmann constant, and f is the vaporization coefficient.

The Knudsen layer �KL� theory is applied to connect the
surface vaporization condition and the left boundary condi-
tion of the first cell in the plume domain. The number den-
sity, pressure, and the temperature at the exit of the KL are
connected with the surface saturation density, saturation
pressure, and surface temperature. Since the condition of the
surface varies with time, the values �number density, tem-
perature, and velocity� at the exit of the KL are calculated
and used as the property of the influx of the plume domain.
The real influx to the plume domain is calculated based on
the Hertz-Knudsen equation and the KL theory. After the
laser pulse ceases, the target surface temperature drops
gradually. When the surface saturation pressure �obtained
from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation� drops below the pres-
sure of the plume close to the target surface, recondensation
occurs. As it has been proven for polymer ablation, this pro-
cess can last much longer in time than the ablation process
and it reduces the plume density close to the target surface. It
can also deposit ablated material outside the area of the laser
focal spot �35�.

C. Phase explosion

Due to heat loss through evaporation at the surface and as
a result of the nonlinear absorption of the laser light in the
target, the temperature below the surface can exceed its value
at the surface. For nanosecond laser pulses, the energy depo-
sition into the target might be fast enough to superheat a
subsurface layer. Once the temperature exceeds the liquid
phase explosion temperature, 0.8 to 0.9Tc �Tc is the critical
temperature, approximately equal to 647 K for water�, the
corresponding layer experiences a sudden decomposition
called phase explosion �9�. The actual phase explosion tem-
perature depends on the pressure. As the actual pressure of
the superheated liquid under pulsed laser irradiation is diffi-
cult to evaluate �29�, in this paper, we use a lower limit for
the phase explosion temperature, 0.8Tc �517.6 K�, in all the
calculations. Experience with the model showed no signifi-

FIG. 1. Mass density and constant pressure specific heat capac-
ity of liquid water as a function temperature.
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cant influence of choosing a particular phase explosion tem-
perature between 0.8Tc and 0.9Tc on the plume expansion.
Note that in Ref. �33� 0.9Tc was used as the phase explosion
temperature.

When the phase explosion process starts, the computa-
tional domains are modified. The liquid-vapor interface at
this moment is instantaneously shifted to the location that
separates the cells with temperatures above and below 0.8Tc.
From this cell inwards, the temperature decreases gradually
from 0.8Tc to room temperature and Eq. �1� can be applied to
describe the laser target interaction. On the other side of this
cell, however, the liquid layer is instantaneously converted
into vapor �phase explosion� and it becomes part of the
plume calculation domain. The temperatures in these cells
are directly used for the plume domain. The number density
of water vapor in these cells is obtained from the number
density of water in the liquid state. After the phase explosion
starts, the process described above is repeated until the phase
explosion stops due to the decline of energy deposition by
the decaying laser pulse. This approach enables the descrip-
tion of a continuous layer-by-layer phase explosion process.
During phase explosion the KL boundary condition is not
used across the new interface separating the liquid and the
vapor. Once the phase explosion is over, the algorithm re-
turns to solve for the surface evaporation process and plume
expansion.

There are two energy dissipation mechanisms in the inter-
action of mid-IR laser pulse with water: a surface and a
volume process. The application of Taylor’s similarity theory
for spherical explosions to the experimental data allowed us
to analyze the energy deposition mechanisms in detail. Tay-
lor’s model predicts the time dependence of the shock front
position �36� as R�t�=S�
��b

−1/5E1/5t2/5, where S�
� is a
weak function of the specific heat ratio, 
, of the background
gas, �b is the background gas density, and E is the deposited
energy. Plotting the experimental R�t� data as a function of
t2/5 produced two linear sections. From the ratio of their
slopes, s, we determined the ratio of energies dissipated in
the surface, Es, and volume, Ev, processes as s= �1
+Ev /Es�1/5. The deposited laser pulse energy, E=Ev+Es,
drives both of these processes, therefore, knowing the total
fluence of the laser pulse and the slope ratio, s, we were able
to calculate the two energy fractions. Furthermore, the ap-
proximate onset time of the volume process �i.e., the phase
explosion� can be extracted by back extrapolating the corre-
sponding segment of the R�t� vs t2/5 plot. The actual esti-
mated phase explosion onset times for the studied interme-
diate, 1.4 J /cm2, and elevated, 5.4 J /cm2, laser fluences
were 87 ns and 122 ns, respectively. As our model does not
predict the onset time of the phase explosion, these values
can be used as initial estimates in the fluid dynamics simu-
lations.

III. MODELING RESULTS

A. Intermediate ablation regime

Calculations were carried out for the ablation of water by
Q-switched Er:YAG laser pulses ��=2.94 �m and �=70 ns

FWHM� at various fluence levels below and above the onset
of phase explosion.

First, we show the simulation results for an intermediate
laser fluence, 1.4 J /cm2. Figure 2�a� presents the time pro-
files of the original laser pulse �dashed line� and the calcu-
lated laser irradiance at the liquid vapor interface. When the
phase explosion occurs, a layer of water in the target be-
comes part of the plume, with an average density for the
vapor-droplet mixture approaching that of the liquid water.
Thus, the nonlinear absorption of laser light in this part of
the plume becomes significant, i.e., during the phase explo-
sion process the dense part of the plume �transformed di-
rectly from the water target� becomes opaque. As a result,
some part of laser energy is directly absorbed by the plume
after the onset of phase explosion. Laser energy deposition
into the layer undergoing phase explosion had a nontrivial
effect on the plume expansion dynamics because it coupled
energy into this part of the plume. We found that when this
absorption mechanism was excluded from the model, the
plume expansion results showed poor agreement with the
experimental data. Figure 2�a� indicates that the phase explo-
sion at 1.4 J /cm2 laser fluence begins at 110 ns. This value
was adjusted from the 122 ns estimate we had obtained using
the Taylor similarity fit �see Sec. II C� to achieve a better
agreement with the experimental data.

When the phase explosion starts, the interface separating
the vapor and superheated liquid recedes into the target with
a dramatically increased rate. The calculated target surface
temperature and interface displacement as a function of time
are plotted in Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�, respectively. Figure 2�c�
indicates that the interface recedes by �9.6 �m during the
phase explosion process �from 110 ns to 167 ns�. This dis-

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Time profiles of laser irradiances with
the total fluence of 1.4 J /cm2. The original profile and the attenu-
ated laser irradiance at the target surface are represented by dashed
and solid lines, respectively. �b� Calculated surface temperature and
�c� interface displacement for laser fluence 1.4 J /cm2. �d� Compari-
son of experimental shock front position data ��� with our fluid
dynamics calculations in the presence of phase explosion ���. Ex-
trapolating the linear fit of the final R�t� segment to R=0 provided
onset time of phase explosion �solid line�.
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placement cannot be viewed as an “ablation depth” as in the
secondary processes at later times ��1 �s� significantly
more liquid is ejected due to the recoil-induced pressure
pulse. Moreover, in the case of a liquid target the ablation
depth cannot be defined because the removed material is re-
plenished from the surrounding volume. Nevertheless, we
follow this quantity in the calculations to compare the effect
of phase explosion to that of surface evaporation and gauge
its efficiency in material removal during the early phase of
the ablation at different laser fluence levels.

Approximately at 190 ns the phase explosion stopped be-
cause the flux of deposited laser energy was not sufficient to
sustain it. From 110 ns to 190 ns, the calculated target sur-
face temperature exhibited some oscillations between
�518 K �0.8Tc� and �570 K. This artifact occurred because
the simulations used a larger spatial step size for the plume
domain than for the condensed phase. This allows us to fol-
low the plume expansion for extended period �1 �s�. Each
time the phase explosion temperature is reached during the
phase explosion process, several cells in the target domain
are transformed into a single cell in the plume domain. Thus
the calculated target surface temperature is slightly overesti-
mated. However, this can be corrected by averaging the tem-
perature in the transformed part before it is used in the plume
domain calculation. The temperature profile in Fig. 2�b�
shows the corrected temperature values. After the phase ex-
plosion stops, the calculated surface temperature slowly de-
clines.

The comparison of the calculated shock front displace-
ment with the experimental results is shown in Fig. 2�d�.
Both the measured values and the calculations show that the
shock front displacement starts with an initial slower phase
followed by a more vigorous accelerated expansion. Rescal-
ing the data using the t2/5 variable reveals two main slopes
corresponding to the two expansion stages. The slow and the
fast stages are thought to correspond to surface evaporation
and phase explosion, respectively. The relative importance of
the two energy dissipation mechanisms �surface and volume�
can be inferred from Fig. 2�d�. Based on the slope ratio of the
two linear sections in Fig. 2�d�, the ratio of energies used in
the volume and surface processes is Ev /Es=105.5. Thus of
the 1.4 J /cm2 total fluence, only �0.013 J /cm2, or �1% is
dissipated through the surface mechanism.

We can see that the simulation results follow the experi-
mental data. The calculated shock front positions and slopes
during the surface evaporation phase �short times� underes-
timate the experimental data by an approximate factor of 2.
During the second period �phase explosion�, however, the
agreement is quite good. As most of the laser energy is uti-
lized in the second ablation phase, this is an indication that
the energy deposition and redistribution are accurately re-
flected in the model. The discrepancy at short times can be
attributed to inhomogeneities in the laser beam cross section
�hot spots� or to the inaccuracy of the description of surface
evaporation �KL model�.

B. Anatomy of the phase explosion

The temperature distributions in the target and plume do-
mains before and during the phase explosion exhibit very

different features. As an example, Fig. 3�a� shows the spatial
distributions before �at 100 ns� and during �at 125 ns� the
phase explosion for a fluence of 1.4 J /cm2. Vertical and hori-
zontal dashed lines show the position of the interface at the
two times and the phase explosion temperature �0.8Tc�, re-
spectively. The 100 ns profile indicates that the maximum
temperature in the target before the phase explosion is found
beneath the surface. This occurs because at the surface the
vaporization removes some of the energy and because of the
more efficient subsurface energy deposition due to the non-
linearity of the absorption. Temporarily the maximum tem-
perature in the target may exceed both the phase explosion
and for a shorter period the critical temperature because of
sudden superheating. Also, before the phase explosion there
is a large temperature gradient at the interface between the
target and the plume due to the presence of the KL. In the
plume domain, there is a high temperature region close to the
shock front due to the heating effect of the shockwave.

During the phase explosion, the interface separating the
target and the plume domains is shifted in the direction of the
target by, for example, 5 �m at 125 ns. Unlike before the
phase explosion, at this stage the maximum temperature ap-
pears at the interface. As a result of the high vapor density
created by the phase explosion adjacent to the target surface,
direct absorption of the laser light by the plume is observed
there that minimizes the temperature difference across the
interface. This direct absorption of energy by the plume pro-
duces the additional structure in the plume temperature pro-

(b)

(a)

(c)

FIG. 3. �Color online� Spatial distribution of water �a� tempera-
ture, �b� number density, and �c� velocity in the target and plume
domains for a fluence of 1.4 J /cm2 at 100 ns �before phase explo-
sion� and 125 ns �during phase explosion�.
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file during phase explosion. For other times during the 57 ns
long phase explosion the features of the 125 ns profile
evolve due to the plume expansion, thus we do not show the
results here.

The logarithmic water number density distributions in the
target and plume domains are presented in Fig. 3�b�. Before
the phase explosion �100 ns� at the interface the number den-
sity decreases discontinuously due to the relatively slow sur-
face vaporization. This creates a dense vapor plume that is
still �150 lower than the density of the liquid. Once phase
explosion starts, a layer of liquid water is suddenly converted
into a mixture of vapor and fine droplets. The number den-
sity of water in this mixture layer is comparable to that of the
target. Thus the number density of water across the interface
becomes quasicontinuous and the large gradient observed in
the 100 ns profile disappears.

The velocity distributions at 100 and 125 ns are shown in
Fig. 3�c�. Before phase explosion, e.g., at 100 ns, there is
only a single shockwave in the plume, whereas during the
phase explosion, e.g., at 125 ns, a second shockwave ap-
pears. This is due to the additional energy deposition and
water transfer directly into the plume. Moreover, there is a
large difference in the plume velocity value at the target
surface. Due to the strong surface vaporization process, at
100 ns it is �500 m /s, whereas at 125 ns, the velocity value
at the retracted interface is close to zero. This is due to the
drastically reduced momentum flux across the interface sepa-
rating the liquid water and the vapor. It should be pointed out
that the velocity distributions are only calculated in the
plume domain. During the phase explosion process, the ve-
locity at the interface separating the liquid water and the
vapor is evaluated based on the temperature and mass den-
sity gradients across the interface.

C. Background gas effects

In order to explore the effect of the background gas on the
plume dynamics, we compared the expansion in 1 atm envi-
ronment and in vacuum. The time progression of the density
distributions is shown in Fig. 4�a� for the first 800 ns of
plume expansion following a 1.4 J /cm2 laser pulse at atmo-
spheric pressure. The formation of a shock front at the con-
tact between the expanding plume and the background gas
manifests in steep density gradients. The figure also shows
an elevated plume density near the shock front and a signifi-
cantly increased background gas pressure ahead of it known
as the pile-up or “snowplow” effect.

At the early stage of plume expansion, the separation be-
tween the vapor and the ambient gas is well defined, i.e., the
contact layer is very thin, �20 �m at 200 ns. Due to the
binary diffusion process �partly also due to accumulated nu-
merical error�, at later stages, the contact layer becomes
thicker and the vapor and the ambient gas are mixed to-
gether. For example at 800 ns the thickness of this mixed
layer is �66 �m. Due to the nature of the model �single
velocity for the plume� this value does not include convec-
tive mixing. In agreement with experimental observations,
the pile-up effect in the background gas results in a signifi-
cant slowdown in plume expansion for atmospheric pressure

laser ablation. This can be seen by comparing Fig. 4�a� with
Fig. 4�b� that presents the plume expansion into vacuum un-
der the same conditions. At 800 ns, the ablated material
reaches the density of the atmospheric pressure environment
at 1.0 mm in the presence of the ambient gas, but it exhibits
the same density at 1.7 mm in the vacuum case. As a conse-
quence, the material ablated in ambient gas remains denser
for a longer time than in vacuum. In the case of nucleating
and/or reacting laser plumes this results in enhanced cluster
formation and/or higher concentration of reaction products.

D. Elevated and low fluence regimes

To assess the range of validity for the model, we also
performed the simulations for elevated and low laser flu-
ences, 5.4 and 0.12 J /cm2, respectively. Figure 5�a� shows
the time profiles of the incoming 5.4 J /cm2 laser pulse and
the calculated fluence at the plume-target interface. For this
elevated fluence the phase explosion starts already when the
laser pulse reaches its peak irradiance at �100 ns and lasts
for 87 ns. In order to achieve a better agreement with the
experimental data, the start time value was adjusted from the
87 ns estimate we had obtained using the Taylor similarity fit

(b)

(a)

FIG. 4. �Color online� Time progression of plume number den-
sity distributions for 1.4 J /cm2 Er:YAG laser ablation of water into
�a� 1 atm nitrogen gas and �b� vacuum at 200 ns �1�, 400 ns �2�,
600 ns �3�, and 800 ns �4�. The distributions in �a� show a high
density region close to the shock front and the pileup of background
gas in front of the interface. Solid lines indicate water vapor density,
whereas the dashed lines denote background gas density. Horizontal
dashed lines indicate the gas density at atmospheric pressure.
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�see Sec. II C� to 100 ns. Comparing Fig. 5�a� with Fig. 2�a�
reveals that for the 5.4 J /cm2 case the phase explosion starts
earlier, produces a more opaque plume, and lasts longer than
for the 1.4 J /cm2 case.

Figure 5�b� shows that after the phase explosion the cal-
culated surface temperature, Ts, is sustained almost constant
at 518 K and only starts to decrease at 550 ns. This is be-
cause the pressure of the vapor in the plume domain adjacent
to the interface is larger than or similar to the saturation
pressure calculated at 0.8Tc and thus there is neither further
phase explosion nor vaporization. This is reflected in Fig.
5�c� showing that, after a dramatic increase during the phase
explosion process between 100 and 187 ns, there is no addi-
tional interface displacement.

Figures 2�c� and 5�c� indicate interface displacements for
the 1.4 and 5.4 J /cm2 laser fluences as 9.6 and 23.4 �m,
respectively. Due to the increasingly opaque plumes at
higher laser fluences the ablation depth grows slower than
linear, i.e., the 5.4 J /cm2 laser pulse leads to a denser vapor
than the pulse at 1.4 J /cm2 fluence, which in turn reduces the
laser irradiance that reaches the target.

Comparison of calculated shock front displacement and
the experimental data for 5.4 J /cm2 laser fluence, presented
in Fig. 5�d�, demonstrate good agreement at early times. As
time progresses, but still in the surface evaporation regime,
the calculations increasingly underestimate the shock front
position, eventually by as much as 50%. Once the phase
explosion starts the calculated values start to approach the
experimental observations closer and closer and by the end
of the observation period there is good agreement.

The slope ratio for the two linear sections of the experi-
mental plot is s=2.57, which corresponds to a ratio of ener-

gies expended in the volume and surface processes, Ev /Es
=111, assuming that the thermal energy absorbed by the tar-
get is negligible. Thus, the overwhelming majority of the
deposited energy is utilized in the phase explosion process.
In particular, of the 5.4 J /cm2 laser fluence only 0.05 J /cm2

drives the surface evaporation, whereas the remaining
5.35 J /cm2 is used for the volume process.

At substantially reduced laser fluences the nature of ex-
pansion dynamics changes. Figure 6 shows the simulation
results for such a laser fluence �0.12 J /cm2�. It is clear from
Fig. 6�b� that in this case there is no phase explosion. Indeed,
the temporal surface temperature profile does not reach 0.8Tc
throughout the 1 �s period. Although in principle some sub-
surface layers could still reach the phase explosion tempera-
ture, the lack of plume absorption in Fig. 6�a� and the very
low rate of interface displacement indicate that phase explo-
sion does not occur. Comparing Figs. 6�a� and 6�b� one can
also notice that when the laser irradiance reaches its peak
value at 100 ns, the calculated surface temperature does not
exhibit its maximum value yet. The time delay between the
two maxima is �30 ns. During this period the deposited la-
ser energy still exceeds the sum of energy dissipated by heat
conduction, consumed by the latent heat of the phase transi-
tion and lost due to the surface evaporation.

Material loss through the interface is gauged by the dis-
placement of the interface as a function of time �see Fig.
6�c��. It is interesting to compare the total displacements,
0.07, 9.6, and 23.4 �m, for the three studied fluences of
0.12, 1.4, and 5.4 J /cm2, respectively. Although the laser flu-
ence between its low and intermediate value only increases
by a factor of 12, the corresponding interface displacement
rises by a factor of 140. This disproportionate response is
due to the onset of phase explosion that dramatically accel-

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Temporal laser irradiance profiles for
a total fluence of 5.4 J /cm2. The incident laser irradiance and the
attenuated laser irradiance at the surface are represented by solid
and dashed lines, respectively. �b� Calculated surface temperature
and �c� interface displacement for laser fluence 5.4 J /cm2. �d� Com-
parison of experimental shock front position data ��� for 5.4 J /cm2

laser fluence with our fluid dynamics calculations ���. Extrapolat-
ing the linear fit of the final R�t� segment to R=0 provided onset
time of phase explosion �solid line�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Temporal laser irradiance profiles for
a total fluence of 0.12 J /cm2. The incident laser irradiance is indis-
tinguishable from the irradiance arriving to the interface �optically
thin plume�. Compared to the two higher fluences in Figs. 2 and 5,
�b� significantly lower surface temperatures and �c� interface dis-
placements are calculated for 0.12 J /cm2 laser fluence. �d� Com-
parison of experimental shock front position data ��� for
0.12 J /cm2 laser fluence with our fluid dynamics calculations ���.
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erates material removal. The corresponding fluence ratio be-
tween the intermediate and elevated fluence case are 3.9,
whereas the displacement ratio is 2.4. As both the interme-
diate and elevated fluence case exhibit phase explosion, there
is no disproportionate change in this case. On the contrary,
the increasing optical thickness of the plume reduces the la-
ser heating of the condensed phase.

Thus the interface displacement is a highly nonlinear
function of laser fluence due to three factors: the onset of
phase explosion at a certain fluence value, the self-screening
of the target by the plume absorption and the inherent non-
linearity of mid-IR light absorption by liquid water.

Comparison of the calculated shock front position data to
the experiments for the case of 0.12 J /cm2 in Fig. 6�d� re-
veals large discrepancies. Except for the initial four data
points ��170 ns�, the calculated shock front positions as
well as their slope as a function of t2/5 are lower than the
measured data by approximately a factor of 2. The sources of
this difference are hard to identify. It seems like there is a
weak phase explosion occurring in the experiment, but the
temperatures calculated with the assumptions made for the
fluence do not approach the value necessary for this effect.
This can be explained by considering the cross sectional in-
tensity distributions in the laser beam. Assuming that the
delivered laser pulse exhibited Gaussian �TEM00� distribu-
tion, the average intensity we used in the 1D calculation did
not represent the central higher intensity area properly. This
means that the center of the Gaussian distribution could have
initiated phase explosion in that region. Similarly, if the
beam profile contained so called hot spots they could have
also led to local superheating of the sample. To obtain ex-
perimental data for a better comparison with the 1D simula-
tion, a top-hat beam profile produced by mode scrambling in
an optical fiber would be more suitable. Alternatively, radial
intensity variations in the laser beam could be incorporated
into a two-dimensional calculation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a 1D fluid dynamics model for water-rich
target ablation by midinfrared laser pulses that predicted the
shock front displacement during plume expansion in the
presence of both surface evaporation and phase explosion.
We showed that both the nonlinear absorption coefficient of
water and the effect of phase explosion in the target were
essential to obtain reasonable agreement with the experi-
ments in the intermediate �1.4 J /cm2� to elevated
�5.4 J /cm2� fluence range. At low �0.12 J /cm2� fluences the
incorporation of laser intensity distribution across its cross
section is probably necessary to explain the data.

The simulation results confirmed that due to two different
phase transition mechanisms the first, slower plume expan-
sion phase was followed by a more vigorous accelerated ex-
pansion phase. It was demonstrated that the phase explosion
was much more efficient in ablating material than surface
vaporization. Above the onset of phase explosion, the inter-
face displacement as a function of laser fluence grew slower
than linear due to the optical screening of the target by the

produced plume. It should be pointed out that the onset time
of phase explosion cannot be derived from the fluid dynam-
ics model. From the perspective of the kinetic theory, phase
explosion is a process of homogeneous bubble nucleation in
a superheated, metastable liquid. When the bubble radius ex-
ceeds a critical radius, phase explosion starts. Thus it is pos-
sible to estimate the time needed for the growing bubbles to
reach the critical radius �see Ref. �29��. However, because
the surface tension of water greatly varies with temperature
and the fluctuation of liquid density becomes very large close
to the critical temperature, the estimated value for the onset
time of phase explosion exhibits a very large uncertainty.
Due to these large uncertainties in the presented model we
did not use the values estimated by the kinetic theory. Instead
we derived estimated values from the experimental data us-
ing the Taylor similarity model. These values were slightly
��15% � modified to achieve better agreement between the
fluid dynamics results and the experiments. Accurate predic-
tion of the phase explosion onset time requires the descrip-
tion of nucleation and growth kinetics for the vapor regions,
a difficult problem that is beyond the scope of this paper.

The current 1D fluid dynamics model cannot predict the
rich variety of processes �vortex formation, mushroom cloud,
plume collapse, splashing, etc.� in water ablation and the
plume expansion dynamics at later stages �e.g., at times be-
yond 1 �s�. There are two primary reasons for this limita-
tion. First, at these later stages of the ablation, the three-
dimensional nature of the plume expansion becomes more
noticeable. Second, due to the recoil-induced pressure, the
dynamic instabilities at the interface and the associated liq-
uid ejection, the radial transport of material becomes very
significant. These processes require at least two-dimensional
treatment �assuming cylindrical symmetry� in the axial and
radial directions.

The presented analysis focused on water ablation. In most
applications of mid-IR laser ablation the target is a biological
tissue. This is true both for chemical analysis and in medical
applications. In these cases the model also needs to include
the behavior of the target under stress. Material parameters,
including compressive, tensile, and shear strength become
very important in determining the onset of substantial mate-
rial ejection. Modeling the role of these processes also re-
quires at least two-dimensional description.

Although the effects discussed above are not included in
the presented model, the 1D approach is useful to assess the
contribution of phase explosion to the plume expansion dy-
namics at the early stage in water-rich target ablation and it
can be used in better understanding analytical �AP-MALDI�,
preparative �MAPLE�, and medical �surgery� applications.
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